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ABSTRACT

The large number ofnodes in wireless networks and the fact that mobility is an important

feature of a wireless system has made it a great challenge to sustain ongoing connections

during handoff events. Real-time applications (e.g., Voice-Over-IP (VoIP), Video-On

demand, and streaming) require little or no service disruptions during handoff because of

their nature of being mostly delay-sensitive applications. The network must, therefore,

offer minimal handoff delays, minimal latency, low call dropping probability; and should

also fully be supportive ofspeed variations in mobile nodes during network layer handoff.

In our research we developed and simulated a fast network layer (subnet-to-subnet)

handoff management scheme, known as Sector Aware handoff(SAH) strategy. SAH uses

cell sectors marked into regions. The sectors have non-handoff region, preparation region

and handoff execution region. The SAH scheme uses mobile node's real-time mobility

parameters over cell sector regions, to provide accurate and early predictions of Network

Layer (L3) handovers - thus initiating L3 handoff preparation appropriately early. SAH is

proposed to support primarily, real-time applications' handoff requirements and also fast

moving mobile nodes (that is, supports speed variation in mobile nodes).

As a means of evaluating the performance of the proposed scheme, a simulation was

conducted. The experimental simulation results show that SAH performs better in terms of

providing low call dropping probability and maximum system utilisation, when compared

to the Fast Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (FHMIPv6) handoffprotocol.
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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

The mobility ofusers of a wireless network is the most important distinguishing feature of

a wireless network from its wired counterpart. The wireless network environment has led

to a proliferation of wireless mobile devices (laptops, PDAs, 3G phones, etc). Mobile

device users today enjoy the freedom ofubiquitous connection, either to stationary hosts or

to other mobile hosts, while they are on the move. This has led to a tremendous growth in

the usage of mobile devices for running applications over the Internet. Applications that

are run by mobile nodes while roaming across wireless cells can be of two main forms,

namely: real-time applications and non-real time applications. Real-time applications (e.g.,

Voice-Over IP (VoIP), Video-On-Demand, Internet telephony) are delay-sensitive. These

applications are sensitive to packet delays, packet loss, and high buffering. They can only

tolerate very little service disruption (e.g. during handover); otherwise their Quality of

Service (QoS) requirements can be violated. Non-real-time applications (e.g. HTTP files,

short-message-service (sms), e-mail) are delay-tolerant. In these applications packets can

be delayed, or buffered and then later forwarded to the receiving node.

Real-time applications are becoming increasingly popular. There are so many reasons

behind this. Here we provide some examples of the usage of real-time applications: A

person is travelling and needs some entertainment with his IP-eompatible mobile device.

He connects to the Internet, downloads and watches streaming video. Also one may be
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Chapter I Introduction

rushing to work in the morning; just then an urgent situation arises that requires her to

deposit some cash to a particular account. One would simply use one's mobile device to

log onto the Internet banking service, and transfer the money. This prevents one from

being late at work and at the same time helps one attend to one's emergency.

However, there are still some challenges that are being faced by wireless networks, which

would hinder the networks from rendering of good service to roaming mobile nodes and

their sophisticated applications; especially real-time applications. On the one hand,

wireless networks function under scarce resources, such as bandwidth, and lower

transmission speed in the radio links. On the other hand, real-time applications carried by

mobile nodes require some QoS guarantees for them to operate effectively. In the next

section we introduce the wireless Internet before defining our research problem in a later

section.

1.2 The Wireless Internet

The wireless network environment is made up of cells. (See Figure 1.1 for a typical

representation of a wireless access network). The access network is fonned by a group of

cells that are adjacent to one another. The base station of these cells are linked to a

common access router (ARI and AR2 in Figure 1.1), acting as the gateway to the core

network (that is, the global Internet). The access network components are: (i) Base Station

(BS) - a transceiver node that emits radio signals to mobile nodes residing in its service

area. (ii) Mobile Node (MN) - a station or node that traverses cells and is able to send and

receive data. (iii) Cell area - a service area that Base Stations' broadcasted radio waves can

diffuse throughout. (iv) Access router (AR) - an Internet Protocol (IP) enabled node that

2



Chapter I Introduction

links a group of base stations to the external network. A group of cells, in combination

with the access router that links them, can be referred to as a subnet. In Figure l.I, two

access routers ARI and AR2 each control a subnet.

Global Internet

F~:=i'1+--- Access Router

Mobile device

Cell Area

Base Station /
Access Point

\

Figure 1.1 Typical representation of Wireless Access Network Environment

In a wireless environment, users can communicate while on the move. Adjacent cells

operate at distinct frequency levels with the aim of preventing interferences. This

operational characteristic forces moving mobile nodes that are engaged in open

connections to switch their active connections each time they move to another cell.

Mobile device users are able to access Internet applications and services through their

mobile devices even when they are in motion. They can engage in real-time active

3



Chapter 1 Introduction

communications (conversations - Voice-over-IP, streaming videos, etc). As these mobile

devices move, their received signal strength becomes weaker and weaker as they approach

cell boundaries. They eventually come to a point where they have to cross these cells

boundaries, thus having to change their point of attachment from one base station (BS) or

access point (AP) to another. This requires a procedure to transfer the ongoing

communication from the old cell's base station to the new cell's base station. This process

of transferring an active connection from one point of attachment to another is called

handoff. In access networks, generally there are two instances of handoffs. There is link

layer (L2) handoff and network layer (L3) handoff. In link layer handoff, the mobile node

changes only the access point of attachment, i.e. moves between cells that are under the

same access router. For example, in Figure 1.1, the mobile node could move from cell Cl,

to cell C3, (which are both under router ARl). In network layer handoffthe Mobile Node

changes both access point and access router (that is, in link layer, and lP layer). For

example, in Figure 1.1 the mobile nodes can move from cell C3, under ARI to cell CL

underAR2.

In general, a good handoff strategy with respect to real-time services, should have the

following basic characteristics (Shyy, 2004): (1) minimal packet loss - Packet loss is the

number of mis-tunnelled packets that eventually do not reach MN. Previously proposed

handoff strategies avoid packet loss by making use of buffering at previous access router

or new access router. Unfortunately, real-time services can tolerate very little buffering;

approximately 5 % for voice. In terms of packet loss for data transmissions, can tolerate as

low as I % of packet loss (Shyy, 2004). (2) minimal handoffdelay - Handoff delay is the

4



Chapter 1 Introduction

time taken from the moment a handoff is supposed to occur to the time it actually occurs.

This could be introduced either by a delayed router advertisement from the new access

router, or by intentional delay techniques (e.g. threshold) as a means to avoid pre-mature

handoffs and ping-pong effects (Yang, 2005). These can affect high speed travelling

mobile nodes; hence calls may be subjected to high call dropping probability, and

degraded signal quality. (3) minimal latency - Latency is the time the mobile node last

received a packet from the old link to the time it received the fust packet from the new

link. The above characteristics are very important for a good handoff management strategy

to support real-time and non-real-time traffic.

The main focus of this research is to propose a fast, advanced proactive handoff strategy

for network layer (L3) micro-mobility. By proactive we mean that we use some

measurements to predict and prepare for the impending L3 handoff before its occurrence.

In our advanced proactive approach, we initiate handoff preparation early enough before

the availability of data link layer (L2) triggers.

In the literature, there are a number of handoff schemes which have been proposed to

improve handoff management strategies in order to provide faster handoffs and minimal

packet losses, e.g. (Dommety et aI, 2002; Tan et aI, 1999; lung et aI, 2005 [a], 2005 [bJ).

These strategies try to solve handoff problems in order to support real-time applications in

wireless networks during handoff. Unfortunately current handoff strategies (with regard to

network-layer handovers) do not meet delay requirements demanded by real-time

applications. Emerging real-time applications evolving from new mobile technology

advances, demand stringent QoS maintenance, especial during handovers. Real-time
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Chapter I Introduction

servIces often carry time-sensitive data that are critical and urgent, for example in

. monitoring air traffic, remote banking, etc. This requires time-sensitive handoff strategies.

This research work proposes a Sector Aware Handoff(SAH) strategy for L3 handovers. Its

approach is similar to Fast Handovers (in being proactive), but uses cell sectors with

regions for detection and initiation of L3 handovers. The cell sectors are marked into non

handoff region, handoff preparation and execution regions. L3 handoff prediction occurs

anywhere within the cell sector, as opposed to relying only on L2 triggers as the case in

other proposed Fast Handovers. SAH is primarily meant to support real-time applications,

and their varying QoS requirements during handovers, especially when transmitted by high

speed mobile nodes.

1.3 Statement of the Problem

Previously proposed handoff management schemes do not meet network layer (IP layer)

minimal handoff delay requirements, required by real-time applications. Furthermore, they

do not properly support speed variation of mobile nodes (MNs) traversing across IP

subnets. These schemes provide good support to non-real-time applications where service

constraints are not very tight. The network-layer handoffs of current proposed schemes still

have some problems, which make them less efficient in terms of supporting real-time

applications and high speed mobile nodes. Some of the challenges include: (i) The L3

handoff being usually based on the availability of L2 triggers (such as fast handovers in

mobile IP). The network layer handoff has no prior knowledge until L2 reveals some

indications (e.g., fire triggers) that a mobile node is about to move to Ihe new cell. The

6



Chapter 1 Introduction

previous schemes that are proactive in nature, such as (Lin et aI, 2006), and (Saraswady

. and Shanmugavel 2004), wait for the availability of these triggers (L2 triggers) before

initiating L3 handoff. This method is not reliable enough to MNs travelling at high speeds,

and also can be less efficient in a situation where there is less overlap in regions between

cells. (ii) They rely on signal strengths, as a key determinant for initiating handovers. Real

time services do not merely depend on signal availability but the quality of the available

signal. The signal quality depends on signal-te-noise ratio (SNR). The signal strength can

be good but if the SNR is low, the signal quality will be low. These characteristics can

adversely contribute to handoff delays, and signal-quality degradation. MNs travelling at

high speeds can easily lose their previous attachment before handoff is initiated.

This research work proposes an optimal handoff scheme for network-layer handoff to

effectively support real-time applications and high speed travelling nodes. Our scheme

makes use of mobile node's movement parameters (such as: speed, location, direction, and

position) in calibrated cell sectors.

1.4 Research Motivation

The world today is technology driven. M-Commerce is an example that shows how vital it

is to have an always-on connection irrespective of the geographical location. Most high

ranking businesses maintain their customer relationship through the application of real

time services. Banks have begun to offer their customers Internet banking options (FNB,

2006). In this service, customers can conduct their banking business via their mobile

devices (cell phones, laptops, PDA's, etc.) at anytime convenient to them even when

7
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mobile. In order for such M-Commerce applications to function properly, there must be a

. high QoS from the wireless network environment to support real-time applications.

The University of Zululand Computer Science Departmental research also focuses on

Quality of Service (QoS) provisioning in the Internet. A good handoff management

strategy is one aspect of ensuring high QoS in the wireless Internet. The use of L2

information dependency characteristics for network-layer (L3) handoffs by the previously

proposed fast handover schemes, makes them less reliable with regard to the support of

real-time applications and fast moving mobile devices. This has led to a motivation to

develop a fast and efficient handoff management strategy for L3 handoffs that uses mobile

node's movement parameters in real-time, over marked sectors in a celL A novel L3

handoff strategy that will cater for both real-time and non-real-time applications and also

for high speed travelling mobile devices, is necessary.

1.5 Research Goal and Objectives

1.5.1 Research Goal

The goal of this research is to propose a network-layer (Inter-Subnet) handoff management

strategy to effectively support real-time multimedia applications and fast moving mobile

nodes in the mobile wireless Internet.

1.5.2 Research Objectives

The following objectives formulate the steps to achieve our goaL They are to:

a) identifY relevant design characteristics for the proposed network-layer handoff

management scheme;

8
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b) formulate a model and define a handoff procedure corresponding to the proposed

model and

c) simulate and evaluate the performance of the model through experiments and results

interpretation.

1.6 Organisation of the Dissertation

The rest of the dissertation is organised as follows:

Chapter 2 gives the background of the study. It discusses the background concepts of

handoff in the Wireless Internet. It provides discussions of different classifications and

levels of handoff. Finally, the chapter concludes by outlining the characteristics of a fast

handoff.

Chapter 3 reviews previously proposed L3 fast handoff management schemes. The fast

handoff schemes are reviewed according to certain characteristics based on how they

provide" fast handoffs. These schemes are categorised, according to the way their

handovers are managed. The chapter also outlines some design challenges in Network

Layer (L3) handoff strategies. Generic handoff requirements are also introduced. The

chapter concludes by summarising the limitations ofpreviously proposed L3 schemes.

Chapter 4 provides the architectural design of the proposed L3 handoff model. It discusses

the design goals and principles of the proposed model. It also discusses the handoff

procedure relative to the proposed model, dwelling on the two main phases, i.e. handoff

preparation and handoff execution. It further details the activities for each phase. Finally,

9



Chapter I Introduction

the chapter concludes by providing handoff algorithms pertaining to the procedure for

. carrying out the handoff requests.

Chapter 5 gives the details of the simulation implementation of the proposed handoff

model. It discusses the simulation environment, and the simulated network topology. It

also introduces the performance metrics and simulation parameters. The chapter concludes

with discussions of simulation results and their analysis.

Finally, Chapter 6 provides a conclusion of the study. It gIVes a summary of the

achievements obtained in the research study. Some short-comings related to the research

study are also outlined. The chapter concludes by suggesting some views and directions of

the future work.

10



Chapter Two

BACKGROUND

2.1 Introduction

The wide spread usage of mobile communication devices with stringent applications'

service requirements in the Wireless Internet is a great challenge for Quality of Service

(QoS) provisioning in the Wireless Internet. Handoff management is one of the most

important QoS issues aimed at offering seamless mobility in the wireless network

environment. This chapter gives a background ofthe research work. We discuss handoffin

the Wireless Internet. Basic concepts and terminology of handoff, handoffphases, handoff

classifications, and characteristics of a fast handoff are presented. The main focus of the

discussion is on Network Layer, L3 (subnet-subnet) handoffbut some basics of the lower

Layer, L2 (link Layer) handoff are also explained to aid a better understanding of L3 layer

handoff.

2.2 Handoff in Wireless Network

Basically handoff, can be defined as a process of switching an active communicating

mobile node's connection from one transceiver node (BS) to another, as the mobile node

moves out-of-range of an old transceiver to the service area of a new transceiver (see

figure 2.1).
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Chapter 2

Legend

I Mobile Node

~ Direction

CelU_--L

Figure 2.1 Handoff Scenario

Background

In the above diagram (Figure 2.1), a mobile node moves from cell_1 to cell 2. As it

approaches cell_I's boundary, the received signal (signal from celll_BS) becomes weaker

and weaker. As it enters the coverage area ofcell_2 the new signal from ce1l2_BS becomes

stronger. When the new signal from cel12_BS becomes stronger than the one from

cell I BS, the mobile node will then need to switch to ce1l2 BS.
- -

There are negative effects that could be introduced during handoff, such as: traffic delays,

service disruptions, and call dropping. Handoff management is one of the QoS issues that

has attracted the attention of many researchers. This interest in handoff is fuelled by a need

to minimise service disruptions, especially for real-time applications as these are the most

delay-sensitive applications. The ultimate goal is to achieve fast handoffs with minimal

12



Chapter 2 Background

latency, and low call dropping probability, when nonnal to high speed mobile nodes switch

.from one point ofattachment to another.

Handoff has three basic phases: Handoff initiation, Handoff decision, and Handoff

execntion.

(a). Handofflnitiation

Handoff can be initiated from VarIOUS effects, such as signal strength, signal

quality, distance from the transmitter, etc. It can also depend on the nature of the

application running at the mobile node; for example, real-time applications can rely

more on signal quality (i.e. level of signal-to-noise ratio) than just on the signal

strength.

(b). HandoffDecision

The handoff decision involves the process of granting or denying the handoff. A

good handoff decision is important so as to control false or premature handoffs.

False handoffs can occur as a result of fading effects, corner effects, etc. Denying a

handoff involves measures such as suspending a requested handoff until it is

mature. A threshold value is usually used as the yard stick, where the due handoff

can be suppressed by a certain value before it is allowed.

(c). HandoffExeeution

This phase comes as the fmal stage when all the conditions are satisfied. Activities

in this phase include resource acquisition, authentications, registrations and

13



Chapter 2 Background

sWitching. The MN is switched from old AP and assigned to the new targeted AP.

After the completion of this phase, the handoff can be considered as fInished. The

status about handoff, whether successful or failed, is also announced in this phase.

In the next section, we discuss the classifIcation of handoffs. Handoffs can be classified in

various ways, corresponding to their occurrence. Section 2.2.2 and section 2.2.3 provide

detailed discussions on link layer and network layer handoffs respectively.

2.2.1 Classifications of handoffs

Handoff can be classified in various ways depending on: how it occurs, what decides it

(i.e., ~hat network element controls it), and where it occurs (i.e., at which layer in the

network it occurs).

Firstly, using handoff occurrence, handoff can be classified as either hard or soft handoff.

Hard handoff is a '"break-before-make" connection type ofhandoff, while soft handoff is a

"make-before-break" connection type of handoff. In hard handoff, the BS or MN stops the

connection and starts scanning for a new connection from another BS in the vicinity. When

the new connection is found, MN registers with that particular BS. This kind of handoff is

typically employed in Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) and Time Division

Multiple Access (TDMA) systems. In soft handoff, MN transmits using both links (old and

new) until the new link is fully established. Then the old link is tenninated. This kind of

handoffOccurs in Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) systems.

14
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Secondly, handoff is classified according to which network element controls it. In this

light, handoff could be classified as network-controlled, mobile-controlled, or mobile

assisted. Network-controlled handoff occurs where the network is responsible for a MN's

signal measurements and thus can decide when to initiate handoff. Mobile-controlled

handoff occurs where the MN monitors the signal, and upon perceiving degradation of

received signal, it requests handoff to another base station with a stronger signal. Mobile

assisted handoff occurs where the MN makes measurements and reports to the network

(i.e. the BS in-charge), and the network makes the decision. Each ofthese decisions has its

own advantages and disadvantages as far as MN and network capabilities are concerned.

Thirdly, yet another way of classifYing handoffs is by the level (layer) at which they can

occur in the network (Lopez et aI, 200I). It can be categorised as intra-AR (cell-to-cell),

inter-AR (subnet-to-subnet), and inter-domain (domain-to-domain). Cell-to-cell handoff

involves switching only at the link layer. Subnet-to-Subnet handoff involves switching at

both the link layer and the lP layer, in the micro-mobility level (i.e. intra-domain

movements). Domain-to-domain handoff involves switching at the IP layer, in the macro

mobility level (i.e. Inter-domain movements). A domain is a group of subnets under the

same administration. Figure 2.2 is a graphical representation of handoff levels in a

hierarchical structure.
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Micromobility

} LinkLayer

-
IDo"""" I I_I V"",,", 2 I}N=mlb", } M~=o",;,

}Network Layer

Figure 2.2 Graphical representation ofhandoffleve1s

In figure 2.2, a subnet is constituted by a group of cells; for example Cell a, and Cell b

belong to subnet I. Cell grouping can range from 3, 7, 9,12,19, or 21, but for simplicity

our diagram indicates only 2 cells per subnet. A domain is formed by grouping, for

example, subnet-I and subnet-2. In the next two sections, we shall describe in detail the

layered handoffs since they form the backbone ofour research.

2.2.2 Link Layer (L2) Handoff

This handoff occurs at the link layer level. The MN merely changes base station or access

point of attachment. The base stations or access points belong to the same subnet, i.e. the

packets have the same subnet address prefixes. The general determinant of L2 handoff is

the signal strength. L2 handoff is usually initiated when the signal-strength from the

current serving base station falls below the one from the next base station. In Fast

Handovers (FMlPv6) (Dommety et aI, 2002), 12 handoff information is used by the

Network Layer to anticipate its handoff; i.e. in the case where the base stations belong to

different subnets. Figure 2.3 illustrates a link layer handoff.
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Figure 2.3 Link layer handoff scenario

Background

In the above diagram (Figure 2.3), the access network is composed of two subnets. Each

subnet has three cells. Subnet I consists of Cl, C2, and C3, linked by access router I

(ARI). Subnet 2 consists of C4, CS, and C6, linked by access router 2 (AR2). Access

routers in turn are linked by the domain router. The Domain Router acts as the gateway to

the global Internet. The mobile node performs link layer handoff when it moves from cell

Cl to cell C3. Both of these cells belong to the same subnet. It only switches between base

station or access point. The access router redirects traffic meant for MN to the new cell's

BS (C3).
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2.2.3 Network Layer (L3) Handoff

.The L3 handoff occurs at the network layer level. In this case, the MN moves from a cell

ofone subnet to another cell belonging to another subnet. The MN changes the base station

or access point and also the Subnet IP address. Network layer handoff can also be at the

domain level. In this case, the mobile node moves from one domain to another. The

handoff at this level usually occurs for macro-mobility and is seldom occurring (since a

domain has a large span area). It is normally handled by Mobile IP (Perkins, 1996). The

main focus of this study is on the subnet-to-subnet level (inter-subnet handoff). The inter

subnet handoff falls under micro-mobility and is exposed to fairly frequent occurrence of

handoffs; as far as high speed nodes and reduced cell sizes are concerned. This handoff has

more activities on its occurrence. These include: resource negotiations, transfer of security

context, creation of new care-of-addresses, and both Link layer and JP layer switching.

(Pack et aI, 2002), (Pack et aI, 2005), (Shim et aI, 2002), (Chou et aI, 2005). Therefore it

can be deduced that there must be enough time allocated., from its initiation to its

execution. Figure 2.4 illustrates the Network Layer (subnet-to-subnet) handoff.
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Figure 2.4 Network Layer (subnet-to-subnet) handoff scenario

In the type of handoff shown in figure 2.4, the mobile node moves from cell C3 under the

control of AR1 to cell C4 under the control of ARZ. Therefore it switches both its link

layer and IP layer addresses.

Network layer handoff can follow two approaches: proactive approach or reactive

approach. It also has two registration procedures: pre-registration procedure or post

registration procedure.
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In the proactive approach (Dommety et ai, 2002), the network uses link layer triggers to

'detennine imminent handover. This enables the network layer handoff to be initiated

before MN loses contact with the old access router (AR). In the reactive approach, the MN

waits for router advertisement from the AR. If the new advertisement is different from the

previous router advertisement from old AR, then the MN will assume that it has moved to

a new access router; hence, initiates handoff or notifies the responsible element to initiate

its handoff.

In pre-registration procedure, the mobile node's registration to a new AR is done in

advance before MN starts recelvmg through the new access router. While in post

registration, the mobile node is registered to a new AR after it has finished L2 handover

and is under service area of the new AR.

2.3 Characteristics of a fast handoff

Providing fast handoff is a combination of several characteristics. In chapter 3, L3 handoff

strategies are reviewed in accordance with the following characteristics: (i) L3 handofJ

detection and anticipation procedure, (ii) HandofJ resource acquisition procedure. These

characteristics can be described as follows:

(a) L3 handofJdetection and anticipation procedure - This involves measures such

as how, where, and when is L3 handoff decided. The success of any handoff

strategy is predominantly based on its handoff detection mechanism. Handoff

detection can be history based, L2 triggers dependent, or location aware.
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(b) Handoff resource acquisition procedure - These are the ways in which handoff

resources are negotiated at the target cell. They can be reserved at a certain

point when L3 handoff has been anticipated, as in advance reservations or they

can be immediate reservations (i.e. request and use now). An another method is

Neighbour casting and Context transfer. In this procedure, adjacent cells form a

group. Once a MN registers with one cell in the group, its context is

automatically broadcasted to other cells. Thus the other cells also receive and

buffer the most recent packets for MN.

These characteristics contribute in achieving fast L3 handovers, depending on how they are

managed. A fast handoff can be characterised by providing minimal latency, low or no

packet loss, and low call dropping probabilities. In addition, with respect to real-time

applications, minimal buffering is also included.

For low signalling for micro-mobility movements, Binding updates are preferred to be

controlled locally, at a cross over-router level, rather than at a home agent.
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LITERATORE REVIEW

3.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the previous handoff schemes that have been proposed in the

literature. The previously proposed fast handoff schemes are discussed relative to how the

L3 handoff is detected and anticipated as our framework. This expands to: (i) history

based mobility profile handoff strategy, (ii) location aware and mobility parameter-based

handoff strategies, (iii) L2 trigger-dependent handoff strategies, and (iv) procedure of

acquiring or reserving handoff resources. In Section 3.2 handoff management schemes are

discussed using the above framework. Section 3.3, discusses the design challenges in L3

handoff. Section 3.4 discusses the generic network layer handoff requirements discovered

from the schemes reviewed. Finally, section 3.5 gives a summary of the limitations in the

previously proposed schemes that were reviewed.

3.2 Handoff Management Strategies

This research study deals with handoff management in wireless networks. It focuses on L3

(subnet-to-subnet) handoffs. However, since L3 handoff actually includes two handoff

layers, namely, link layer handoff and JP layer handoff, a few valuable U handoff

schemes are also discussed. In the next subsections below, we discuss the previously

proposed handoff schemes. We categorise these schemes as follows: (i) history-based

mobility profile handoff strategy, (ii) location aware and mobility parameter-based handoff
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strategies, (iii) L2 trigger-dependent handoff strategies, and (iv) handoff resource

reservation procedure.

3.2.1 History-based mobility profile handoff Strategy

This strategy uses MN's movement history to predict and initiate handoff. The network or

MN keeps records of handoffs occurring, as MN moves across cells. In future, when the

MN travels on the same path and needs to execute handoff, the history profile that contains

previous handover points is consulted. The main aim of such strategies is to achieve fast

handoff by skipping the prediction task. There is also an advantage in that MNs need not

wait for beacon messages from surrounding subnet cells before initiating handoff. Typical

schemes that use this strategy include (Feng and Reeves 2004, Van den Witjngaert, 2002).

Van den Witjngaert, (2002), asserts that the movement history of a Mobile Node is kept

by entities known as Foreign Agents (FAs). Each time the Mobile Node registers with a

new Foreign Agent, it tells the new Foreign Agent about its previous Foreign Agent. When

the new Foreign Agent sends back binding update to the previous Foreign Agent, the

previous Foreign Agent also learns MN's new Care-of-address. This way, each FA can

build a table about next hop FAs. Tunnels are also built between FAs. On handover, the

FA retrieves MN's history ofhandovers and starts sending MN's data to the next hop FA

in the table, ahead ofMN. This scheme gives the advantage that once the channel has been

setup; it will be re-used as long as MN keeps coming back in that route. The authors attest

that this provides fast handovers. However, this scheme is limited to city streets, where

paths are usually straight roads and thus, are so predictive. Therefore, the scheme cannot

be effective in a random walk model.
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Feng and Reeves (2004), on the other hand, contends that MN records network-layer

movements, and stores the ills of the previously visited subnets. On handoff, the MN uses

those records to predict the future target (next subnet). In case the MN has no records (i.e.

fust time visit) there will be no proactive handoff, so mobile IPv4 will be used. This

scheme is said to reduce L3 handofflatency to the level ofL2 handofflatency. The binding

updates in this scheme are served by a home agent (HA). The limitation of this scheme is

that it can only work for MN with previous history. Furthermore, considering the limited

capabilities in MNs, the recording, calculations, and prediction can be a heavy burden to

the MN. Also there is long signalling delay since HA is used as the signalling anchor point.

In Dealing with call dropping problems, (Kim, 200 I) proposed an algorithm that uses

user's mobility pattern for effective channel assignment. The user's mobility pattern can be

learnt or recorded from the user's daily activities and routes taken on a daily or weekly

basis. These are stored in a database. Then the probability that the user can move to a

particular cell is calculated, thus channels are reserved accordingly at that particular target

celL This method cannot give precise prediction about changes in the user's speed. The

user's speed can change at any moment, thus the recorded details in the movement pattern

become partially invalid.

History based handoff strategies are limited by the fact that they are not able to work if

there are no previous handover records of MN. Furthermore, historical data itself is

problematic, in terms of high storage requirement, and computational costs. They

sometimes have misleading information because they do not represent the real-time

information about the mobility status of the mobile node. This can also be less effective in
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tenns of supporting speed variation of MNs. For example, if the MN last perfonned

handover at point x when it was moving at say 10 m/s, in future when it comes back the

same path but now moving at 40 m/s it will be made to still use the same point for

handoff. The call carried by that mobile node is now subjected to high chances of it being

dropped.

3.2.2 Location Aware, and mobility parameter-based handoff strategies

This approach is usually applied over pre-configured zones in a cell. The zones can be

critical regions where the MN highly requires a handover. Choi et al (2000), and (Lu et aI,

2004) are typical examples where a cell is marked into zones with respect to handover

phases requirements (for example, preparation and execution). The advantage in such

schemes is that handoff resource reservation commence well in advance before the handoff

execution point.

Choi et al (2000) proposed a Mobility Pattern Profile (MPP) and a 2-tier cell structure for

the reservation of bandwidth for hand-off calls in the next cells. "Tier 1" is an area of cell

between BS and Tier 2. "Tier 2" is the area close to the cell border, where MN is supposed

to execute the handover. This scheme classifies traffic into two Classes: class I (real-time

traffic) and Class II (non-real time traffic). Reservations are only made for Class I clients

that reside in "Tier-2". The idea behind the scheme is that the MN's handoff is recognised

with respect to location zone (tier) in a cell. The moment of triggering of hand-off is

predicted from Pilot Signal Strength (PSS) received by the MN. Figure 3.2 represent a cell

with zones referenced to as "Tiers".
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Figure 3. I The 2-tier cell structure

Lu et al (2004) proposed a strategy that divides a cell into three zones namely, non-handoff

zone -area near the BS; pre-handoff zone - an area starting from non-handoff zone and

stretching outwards but before the handoff zone; and handoff zone - an area close to the

cell border. When the Mobile Node (MN) is in pre-handoff zone, handoff is anticipated,

hence reservation of resources begins. Furthermore, the MN's mobility parameters are

constantly checked, every second. When MN is in the handoff zone, handoff can be

triggered on request. The advantage of this scheme is that resource acquisition commences

in advance, giving enough number of re-tries, in-case resources are currently blocked in

the next cell. This technique is currently limited to L2 handovers. If it can be upgraded to

accommodate L3 handovers, high speed mobile nodes can get better service in terms of

handoff call dropping chances.

Another realistic and popular alternative of achieving fast handovers is to use MN's

current mobility profile (movement parameters) in real-time basis. This is aided by the use

of GPS (Global Position System). If MN is GPS-enabled, it is easier to determine its

position within a cell. The advantage of this strategy is that it gives the real-time mobility

profile of the MN, thus has better accuracy in terms of handover prediction, including
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target cells. This strategy is feasible for both link-layer and network-layer handovers. (Lee

and Kang, 2000) and (XU and Ye, 2002) present L3 handover schemes that are aided by

the use ofGPS.

Lee and Kang (2000), assume that MN can predict the change of FA ahead of time. The

Base Stations are JP routers (FA) capable of handling JP packets. The operation of this

scheme is based on an assumption of a free-space where MN's received signal strength is

dependent on how far it is to the FA. MN is required to koow details of its position and

speed through GPS, and then alert the FA about these details.

. Xu and Ye (2002), proposed a scheme that uses GPS measurements to determine when

channel reservations are to be made. The MN is assumed to be GPS-enabled. Handoff

reservations are made based on position, orientation and relative motion of MN to the

target cell. MN keeps measuring its coordinates regularly. The BS then tracks MN's

previous position and calculates the relative speed with respect to the next cell. Therefore

the BS can determine when reservations are to be initiated. The problem faced by such

position aware-strategies is that, they are not triggered autonomously. They have to wait

until signal strength level indicates a need for handoff. Therefore high-speed-moving

nodes cannot be effectively catered for since signal-strength-determined-handoffs always

react when MN is close to the cell boundary.

High speeding mobile nodes are problematic when performing handovers. They are

affected by late detection of handovers (relative to their speed of travelling), handoff

resources acquisition delays, and registration delays. This is worse in L3 handover, since
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cUrrent handoff strategies have no mechanism of anticipating L3 handover without any

indications from Link layer.

Fournogerakis et al (2001), proposed a Location-Aided Handover mechanism (LAH).

LAH is comprised of a set of algorithms (such as handover prioritisation algorithm). This

scheme is driven by the assumption that, it can differentiate mobiles with high-data rate

services, and hence the network will be able to predict the next target cell the mobile is

likely to handover to, in advance. Hence resources are reserved accordingly.

Unfortunately, in this scheme it is not clear as to when reservation starts exactly. Starting

reservations too early can block resources and starting too late can cause high handoff call

dropping probabilities.

Ivanov and Spring (1995), Sung and Wang (1994) and lera et al (2002), attempt to solve

the problem ofvery high speed mobile nodes by proposing an architecture that is made up

of macro-cells (upper layer) and micro-cells (lower layer). The macro-cell is regarded as

an umbrella cell to micro-cells. The slow mobiles from macro-cell are directed to micro

cells. High speeding mobiles from micro cell are directed to macro cell. Mobile node's

speed is estimated with reference to its dwell time in a cell. If the MN crosses cell

boundary a shorter time than threshold, that MN is said to be fast, and vice versa. Their

aim is to minimise frequent handovers by assigning high speed mobiles to larger cells.

Hemandez and Helal (2004) gave a different approach to accommodate very high speed

travelling nodes. Hemandez and Helal (2004) proposed a handoff scheme with proactive

approach that extends MIP by introducing two entities: Ghost Mobile Host and Ghost
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Foreign Agent. The ghost-MN is a virtual repeater that always travels with MN along the

cells in a determined path. Its functions are to replicate registration requests,

Authentication, and Authorization, and create tunnels on behalf of MN. The ghost-FA is

created in the neighbourhood FAs and advertises the presence of FA to those neighbour

FAs so that MN in those FAs can easily get router advertisements before they request for

them. This method can aggravate the shortage-of-resource problem, because those entities

will also share the scarce resources. It is also not clear as to how MNs can be served by a

single ghost entity.

3.2.3 L2 trigger-dependent handoff Strategies

This strategy makes use of L2 pre-indications about forth-eoming link layer handofE The

triggers are closely related to the signal level characteristics i.e. can be triggered when the

signal drops below a certain threshold level. Information contained by L2 triggers indicate

the start and end of L2 handoff, link state change, i.e. link up, or link down (Kempf et aI,

200I). The advantage ofusing L2 triggers is that the network layer handoff can be initiated

earlier.

Fast handovers FMIPv6 (Dommety (2002)), is one of the handover protocols that uses L2

triggers to anticipate L3 handover; hence L3 handoff preparation is started in advance. As_

the mobile node moves near the cell boundary, the received signal strength value

depreciates gradually. When signal threshold value is reached, L2 trigger fires an event

that reports impending link layer handoff. The network layer reads information from these

triggers and begins to map the prefix of their IP address. If their prefix address does not
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match its JP layer prefix address, then this implies that the MN is handing-off to a cell

belonging to another network. Hence, L3 handoff is anticipated and started before L2

handoff finishes. FMIPv6 was developed with an aim of improving on MIPv6's handoff

detection mechanism by starting L3 handoff initiation through an anticipation procedure. It

is worth noting that, one of the limitations of Mobile IPv6 Protocol is that, it can only

detect handoffafter the Mobile Node has moved to a new access router's service area.

FMIPv6 may reduce latency and minimise handoff call dropping rate effectively for slow

and medium speed travelling nodes. However, there are some limitations that can

deteriorate the service under this protocol. Firstly, currently there is no standard procedure

on how triggers are generated. In case the L2 triggers are not available early, then the

protocol is delayed. If they are absent, as in the case of non-overlapping networks, the

protocol cannot work. In a situation where the MN is moving fast, the tunnel can be

extended to the third AR. This therefore implies longer path extension. High speed nodes

are exposed to high call dropping probability. FMIPv6 incurs relatively higher signalling

delay because binding updates are sent to the HA. Other schemes that use the same

principle on anticipation of network layer handoff are presented in (Soliman et al (2002),

lung et al (2005 [a], 2005 [bJ), Langar et al (2006), Lin et al (2006), and Saraswady and

Shanmugavel (2004)). They also use L2 triggers to initiate their network layer handovers.

(lung et aI, 2005 [a], 2005 cb]) proposed a Fast Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 handover scheme

(FHMIPv6). This scheme integrates HMIPv6 and FMlPv6 (Salkintzis, 2004) to achieve

fast handovers. This scheme similar to FMIPv6 also uses L2 triggers to anticipate L3

forthcoming handoveT. The aim ofthis scheme is to localise binding updates and eliminate
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tunnelling from previous access router. In this scheme the binding updates are served at the

Mobility Anchor Point (MAP), thus this results in low signalling. Instead ofestablishing a

tunnel from previous access router (PAR) to new access router (NAR), a tunnel is

established between MAP and NAR. These characteristics offer low signalling and delays.

This scheme adds no additional message to the original FMIPv6, except modifying some

procedures to facilitate faster handoff. Figure 3.2 shows a diagram for a typical HMIPv6

access network with FHMIPv6 tunnel establishment.
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Figure 3. 2 Typical HMIPv6 Access Network with FHMIPv6 Tunnelling
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3.2.4 ReselVation of handoff Resources

The availability of resources in the handoff target cell provides better chances to the

success of handoff calls. However, since wireless networks bave scarcity of resources,

there must be proper ways of making reservations on time. Handoff resource reservation

. can be in two ways: in-advance reservations, or immediate reservations.

(A) In-advance reservations

This technique makes reservations to adjacent cells along MN's path. The advantage here

is that when the MN wants to handover to the adjacent cell, the resources are already in

place. Thus there is less probability that the handoff call can be dropped due to

unavailability ofresources in the target cell.

Huang and Chen (2003) and Fournogerakis et al (2001) proposed schemes with advance

handoff resource reservations. (Huang, 2003), proposed an RSVP extension with the aim

of adapting RSVP to HMIPv6 and provide pre-reservation models for real-time and multi

media services. In their work:, an RSVP extension is reviewed under its intra-site mobility

architecture aspect. The scheme reserves resources in advance along MN's expected

future path. It uses three reservation models: namely: conventional, pre-reservation, and

transient reservation. In conventionalfRSVP reservation, the MN sends its historical

mobility profile to a QoS Agent (QA). The QA then subscribes to the resources

accordingly. In pre-reservation, the QA makes reservations to access routers where

resources are. only reserved but not allocated. In transient reservation, the best effort

applications share the pre-reserved resources. When the MN enters a new cell it sends

conventional reservations to the QA, and the QA then makes pre-reservation to adjacent
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access routers. The limitation of this scheme is that its predictive method uses a mobile

node's mobility profile that presents the history of movements. Such predictions that are

history-based can incur inaccurate results and also do not work for first time visiting nodes.

In some other schemes, reservations are made automatically in all neighbouring cells. The

cells form a cluster (group). When MN is given access to one of the cells belonging to this

particular group, all the other cells will also receive information meant for the MN. This is

advantageous in terms of the elimination of resource requests and registration phases

during handover. The main idea in this strategy is that once the MN is authenticated in one

cell, the adjacent cells automatically receive MN's context and content, hence reserving

resources for the MN.

Tan et aI (1999), proposed a strategy where base stations are logically organised into

Dynamic Virtual Macro-Cells (DVMs). DVMs are formed by clusters of base stations

adjacent to each other. The base stations are network-layer routers with buffers and are

capable of subscribing to multicast group. When the MN is served by one BS of the

multicast group, all the Base Stations in the multicast group receive MN's information.

This makes it easy, such that if the MN moves to an adjacent BS, the MN's recent

infonnation will be forwarded immediately. But there are some limitations in the scheme,

such as heavy buffering, where all adjacent cells have to buffer packets. This means that

they could create unnecessary congestion and blocking ofresources. There is no predictive

measure to predict future handoff. It only relies on beacon messages from neighbouring

subnets, which usually take several seconds interval. This way, due handoffs can be
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delayed, and there can be high call dropping probability for fast travelling nodes. (Helmy,

2002), and (Lo, 2004), also made use of a similar concept.

Pack et al (2005), proposed a Selective Neighbour Caching Scheme. It calculates

.neighbour graph and neighbour weights probability from the statistics of the handoff

patterns amongst the APs, recorded in a weight table. The MN's context is then proactively

propagated only to the selected neighbours with higher weights. This scheme has a better

selective multicasting strategy where only cells with high probabilities can receive the

MN's context, thus less resources occupied. However, it is not specified as to when the

context is propagated.

In the quest to provision fast handoffs, some other schemes further transfer the security

context in advance so as to eliminate security association delays. Samprakou et al (2005),

Chou and Shin (2005), and Duong et al (2005) proposed a concept of transferring MN's

security context in advance to surrounding FAs. This minimises handoff duration because

authentication and authorisation have been carried out earlier.

(B) Immediate reservations

In this strategy, handoff resource reservation starts when handoff commences. The handoff

schemes that fall under this category, are usually signal-measurement based. They are

realised when the signal strength from current BS falls below the one in the next BS, thus

initiating handoff.
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This method has the potential for high handoff dropping probability. With soft handoff, it

should be noted as well that, when handoff is initiated, it does not jump to the switching

point (changing point of attachment) stage. There are conditions that need to be satisfied

first; Ior example, have resources been granted by the target cell? Ifnot, there is no way

the switching process can continue. Let us take into consideration a situation where the

mobile node is moving very fast and there is only a little overlap region between cells. It

may happen that on handoff initiation, the resources are not available yet, in the next cell;

so the request has to wait. While the request is still in the queue, the mobile node (due to

its high speed) may move deep into the new cell, completely losing signal from the old

celLThe call then will be forced to be dropped.

3.3 Network Layer (L3) Handoff Design Challenges

Network layer handoff is a more complex type of handoff than L2 handoff because it

involves two layers, namely: link-layer, and IP layer. Therefore, there should be a proper

mechanism of detecting and synchronising the occurrences of handover among these

layers. Although the common goal of the schemes reviewed in section 3.2 is to provide fast

and robust handovers (minimising latency, and call dropping probabilities), they are still

deficient with respect to the following characteristics: 1) Early L3 Handoff Recognition

mechanism, 2) Mobile Node's Speed-aware handoff preparation and execution decisions,

3) Enhanced prioritisation in handoff queue (strategic access to handoff resources). These

are elaborated upon in the subsections that follow.
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3;3.1 Early L3 Handoff Recognition mechanism

Early anticipation of L3 handover is aided by some indications that can be gathered from

the lower layer (Link-layer). These indications could be in the form of L2 triggers which

when detected can be mapped to identifY their network prefix address (frossen et al

,2001). These triggers are not autonomous. They are triggered when link layer shows some

indication of fading. The free-space prediction mechanisms too, that may use MN's real

time mobility parameters also require some indications about current and future status of

Link-layer service (signal levels) in order to start anticipation of L3 handover. These

indications usually come with link-deterioration state which comes when the MN

approaches the cell boundary. Considering reduced cell sizes in wireless networks and high

speed travelling MNs, this means that calls carried by such MNs are subjected to high

probability ofbeing dropped.

3.3.2 Mobile node's speed-aware L3 handoff decisions

When L3 handoff has been anticipated through triggers or any other means, preparation

immediately begins. The objective is to fmish L3 handoff closely to the fmishing of L2

handoff (Samprakou et aI, 2005). The MN's speed is not further closely monitored. This

could result to some worthless proactiveness. For example, if the MN suddenly reduces

speed, there is a possibility that L3 handoff fmishes even before L2 handoff starts, or

possibly proceed with L3 while MN has suddenly become stationary.
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3:3.3 Enhanced prioritisation of handoff queue

Generally the priority ofaccessing resources at the next cell, for a handoff call, is usually

based on the class type of the application running on the mobile node, its position to the

boundary and received RSSI, (Abdulova and Aybay, 2006) and (Choi et ai, 2000). ReaI

time applications are treated with high priority. Consider a case where two mobiles, M1

and Mz carrying calls of the same class (say real-time applications), are at the state of

executing a handoff. MI is in front of Mz by x distance, moving at lower speed than Mz,

and its resources have already been reserved. The system is currently at its full state. Mz

starts requesting, and by calculations Mz will pass M, at some point soon. Since the two

mobiles are in the same zone, using fIrst-come-first served algorithm, because M] reserved

first, M, will continue holding its share, thus Mz's call has to be dropped. If the relative

motion (speed, position, and location; more especially the speed) of each MN to the

boundary of the current serving cell was to be considered, such a scenario could be

resolved by letting slower mobiles give up their share to faster mobiles, thus leading to

handoffqueue being reshuffled. Unfortunately speed comparison is hardly considered.

3.4 Generic handoff requirements

In dealing with network-layer handoffs, most of the proposed strategies in the literature

have adopted hierarchical architectures as a means of localising micro-mobility handoffs

and thus reducing signalling ovemeads for route updates. In supporting fast handovers, the

proactive approach is the most favourable applied technique. This minimises handoff

latency, and call dropping probabilities (for average speeding mobile nodes). In Fast

handoffs the proactive approach is achieved by the use of L2 triggers to anticipate L3
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handoff, hence starting the handofI preparation in advance. The other means of providing

fast handofIis by the use ofMN's history ofhandover points as a means of detecting due

handofIand guessing the next cell the mobile node might move to. The strategy of sending

packets in advance to the predicted future locations is highly favoured and is a commonly

adopted procedure in order to reduce packet loss during handofI.

3.5 Summary of limitations of previously proposed schemes

The previously reviewed schemes have the following limitations: (i) Use of historical data

as means of anticipating and predicting handofI. Historical data is not usually accurate

enough. It cannot work for mobiles without any previous records about their past

movements in that particular cell. (ii) Use of L2 triggers is impractical where cells do not

overlap. They are not autonomous, since they come with signal deterioration. Thus high

speeding mobiles may not be well supported (due to smaller cell sizes). (iii) Their

buffering rate tends to be too high for real-time applications.

The limitations of the previously proposed layer 3 handoff strategies make them less

efficient in terms of supporting real-time applications and high speed mobile nodes. As an

attempt to providing support for real-time and non-real-time applications, but more

especially the real-time application and variable speed mobile nodes, we propose an L3 (JP

layer - inter-subnet) handoff strategy that uses MN's movement parameters (location,

speed, and direction) in real-time over confined cell areas (cell sectors). We make use of a

mobile node's movement parameters in real-time as a means of anticipating L3 handover;

thus triggering a prediction mechanism in order to determine the target access router. We

explicitly separate handoff into two phases, viz: preparation and execution phases. The
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main idea is to modularise the handoff process into units occurring at appropriate phases.

Detailed description ofthe proposed strategy follows in the next chapter.
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·Chapter Four

MODELDEVELOPMrnNT

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we presented some already proposed network layer handoff

schemes. However, these schemes have several limitations, as far as real-time applications'

QoS requirements and speed variation ofMNs are concerned.

In order to address some of these limitations and challenges, in this chapter, a Sector

Aware Handoff (SAH) scheme is proposed. The SAH offers a better approach in

anticipating and recognising L3 handovers. In this scheme, speed variation can be

supported effectively, thus minimising call dropping probability. The chapter also

describes the architecture used by SAH and the handoff procedure employed in the

scheme.

4.2 SAH Design Goals and Principles

Handoff schemes that anticipate L3 handover tlrrough the use of L2 triggers are relatively

fast and reduce handofflatency.

SAH's design goals are similar to those mentioned in Chapter 3, which are to provide: a)

Early anticipation ofL3 handover; b) Mobile Node's speed-aware handoffpreparation and

execution decisions; and c) Enhanced prioritisation in handoff queue (i.e. strategic access

to handoffresources). These are elaborated below.
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(a) Early anticipation of L3 handover

In the SAH scheme, a fast handoff is achieved by making use of cell sectors. Prediction is

also incorporated in order to anticipate L3 handover early enough. In prediction, the next

cell prediction scheme as proposed by (Nkambule et al, 2004) is employed. This scheme

partitions a cell into sectors (six sectored cell), and within each sector are two regions: (i)

Non-critical region - area near base station; and (ii) Critical region ~ area after non-critical

region up to the boundary of the cell. The prediction is triggered when the MN enters the

critical region. The scheme uses a mobile node's movement parameters, i.e., speed,

position, and direction that present current mobility information.

(b) User's speed-aware L3 handoff decisions

SAH makes use of demarcated zones for each phase in handoff. In addition, it also takes

into account the real-time movement parameters ofMN in its decision making process. In

the SAH scheme, the preparation zone is made larger for fast movIng mobile nodes, and

smaller for slow moving mobile nodes. In this way, fast moving mobile nodes will be

served earlier than slow moving nodes situated around the same position.

(c) Enhanced prioritisation in handoff queue

In SAH, in addition to MN's position to the cell boundary or target cell, the real-time

speed ofMNs is also taken into account, thus slow mobiles would be given lower priority

than fast mobiles. For an example: consider two mobiles ml and m2. Assume m] is moving

slowly and has requested for handoffand has been placed in the handoffqueue (as the case

when resources are not available yet). Also assume M2 is moving faster than ml and are in
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ilie same position. In the handoff request queue, IIlz is behind m!. Due to speed

consideration, the handoff queue requests would be reshuflled accordingly provided that

mj by calculation would not be affected (i.e. increase the probability ofgetting dropped).

4.3 The Proposed Model

We adopt a hierarchical architecture (Soliman et al, 2002) and provide enhanced L3

handoff anticipation mechanism. The components in our model are: Domain Agent (DA),

Subnet Agents (SAs), Access Points (Base Stations), and virtual demarcated Cell Sectors.

Figure 4.1 represents the architectural model and cell clustering scheme. This structure has

also been used in Sung et al (l994).
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4:3.1 Domain Agent (DA)

The DA is a router controlling several subnets, and acting as a gateway for a group of

subnets. In figure 4.1, the DAs are DAI, DA2, and DA3. The DA, in our model, performs

the following functions:

Hides MN's mobility within its domain and administers location updates as long as

the MN is under its service area. Act as binding updates control point;

Routes traffic to respective destination subnets. It also carries out requests from

SAs with regard to path switching during handoff;

It keeps MN's entries (routing table) regarding subnet location and updates those

entries as per network layer handoffand

During handoff, duplicates and bi-casts packets to both the old SA location (where

MN is preparing to leave) and the new identified target SA.

4.3.2 Subnet Agent (SA)

A subnet Agent, in this architecture, is a router that manages a cluster of seven cells. It is

similar to access router (AR) in functionality. A larger grouping e.g. 9,12,19, and 21 can

also be utilised but 7 is considered the minimum as in our model. In this grouping, the six

cells surrounding the centre cell are referred to as edge cells. During handoff, the base

station serving the MN, reports to its SA. The SA st.?dies the nature of handoff being

requested. In case the handoff involves lP layer, SA passes the request to DA.

The L3 handoff in our architecture occurs when the mobile node moves from a cell

belonging to one subnet to a cell belonging to another subnet e.g., from subnet-I to subnet-
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2 {SA1_C3 to SAZ_C6) in Figure 4.1. This is called inter-subnet mobility. There is also an

intra-subnetmobility, which occurs when a mobile moves between cells that belong to the

same subnet, e.g., from SA1_C7 to SAl_C2. Therefore, our model has two levels of

mobility i.e., intra-subnet and inter-subnet mobility. The main focus of this research is on

inter-subnet mobility handoff.

4.3.3 Demarcation of Subnet cells

The proposed model takes into consideration the difference in the span area from two

technologies: (i) Wireless lP-Based Cellular networks and (ii) Wireless Local Area

Network (WLAN). In lP-Based Cellular network, a base station's transmission range has a

larger span area of several kilometres (typical radius ofl.6 km - 19 km) (Forouzan, 2003).

The WLAN Access Point on the other hand has a shorter range oftransmission (below 100

m) (Kim, 2001). The proposed solution makes use of the Wireless lP-Based Cellular

Networks architecture. The details with regard to this architecture are described in the next

sub-section.

In lP-Based architecture, we demarcate regIOns m the cell sectors. This scenano is

achieved by varying the size of the handoffpreparation and handoff execution regions. The

edge cell sectors are marked into three regions: (i) Non-handoff region, (ii) Handoff

Preparation Region (HPR), and (iii) Handoff Execution Region (HER). The non-handoff

region can be consumed by HPR region as HPR increases its size. The most important

regions are HPR and HER. These regions are meant for handoffpreparation and execution

phases respectively. The basic idea is about modularising handoff. It is also to be noted

that the preparation phase can last until the MN enters the execution region, in case it
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cannot finish inside the preparation region. This entirely depends on the MN's speed, and

resource availability. If resources are not available the request keeps persisting till a call

. dropping decision is announced. It is worth noting that, one of the design goals is to

accommodate MN's speed variation. Figure 4.2 gives an illustration of regions in the cell

sector approach. This idea of concentric regions has also been implemented in Choi et al

(2000), Lu et al (2004) and Chung et aI (2005).

~lllli~I!I~~~=~= HandoffPreparation RegionHandoffExecution Region

Non Handoff Region

Figure 4.2 Regions in Sector

Figure 4.2 shows three edge cells from different subnets Le., SA1_C4, SA2_C6, and

SA3_C2. Each sector has three regions as shown in SAI_C4. The size of these regions can

be varied (made smaller or larger).

4.4 Handoff Procedure

Our handoff occurs in a proactive manner. The subnet-to-subnet level of handoff can be

regarded as a combination of two levels i.e., link layer (U) (change of radio link or access

point) and IP Layer (change of Care-of-Address). Our approach (similar to the Fast

Handover algorithm (Dommety et aI (2002» acquires information (e.g., IP address) about
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ilie next subnet, in advance. The details of the next subnet are gathered through the

neighbour casting protocol (Shim, 200I), (Park, 2006); hence prediction can be triggered at

any point within the cell when handoffis required.

For intra-subnet movement, a scheme such as that proposed by (Lu, 2004) could be

adopted. In this scheme, the cell area is marked into zones, with respect to handoffphases.

There are three zones: (i) non-handoffzone, (ii) pre-handoffzone, and (ii) handoffzone.

For inter-subnet movements, we apply our proposed scheme. In this work, handoff is

explicitly divided into two phases: preparation phase and execution phase. There is a

"ready state" after the completion of the fIrst phase and MN is notifIed and saves the state.

Our proposed solution also does not deviate from the basic principle that, signal

characteristics is a major component in deciding the handoff switching point. Although the

execution phase is in a designated region, signal characteristics are still incorporated in the

execution decision process. The detailed description of these two phases is provided in the

following two subsections.

4.4.1 Handoff Preparation Phase (HPP)

Handoff preparation occurs in the HPR region. It may last until the MN enters the

execution region, depending on two very important parameters; MN's travelling speed, and

status of resource availability in the target cell. The main activities during this phase

include, but are not limited to: (i) L3 handoff Prediction, (ii) next subnet-router prediction,

and (iii) request for resources, including new CoA establishment.
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A) L3 HandoffPrediction

. Network layer handoff prediction is one of the most important components in providing

fast L3 handovers and low call dropping probability. Early anticipation of L3 handover

enables early identification of handoff target cells where the node might move to. Early

identification of handoff target cell(s) provides the opportunity for more attempts in terms

of resources requests (reservations). This is applicable in cases where all available

channels in the target cell(s) are currently occupied during the request time.

To provide early L3 handoff prediction, SAH adopts the concept proposed by Shim et al

(2002), and Parlc et al (2006). SAH combines this concept with free-space prediction aided

by GPS over a ceIl sector. These schemes aIlow a subnet cell to know the details about its

neighbour subnets. In building up a table of adjacent subnets, signals are read from

mobiles that are near the sector boundary. These mobiles receive signals from other cells,

belonging to other subnets. Thus the adjacent subnets' IP addresses can be extracted from

these signals. Then each SA can build up a table containing information about adjacent

SAs. The sector plays an important role here by aIlowing geographical location

identification of those adjacent subnet cells. Each subnet-cell knows about the

geographical location of its sectors. For an example: sectors can be identified using

cardinal points, with the BS as the reference point e.g., sector-I: North, sector-2: North

East, etc. On L3 handoff prediction, the SA uses this information to anticipate the next

subnet router. The availability of such data in the table enables the L3 handoff prediction

to occur at any point within the cell as long as the MN's direction is known. The mobile

does not necessarily need to get some signals from the next cell. The only information
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required is: mobile node's location, direction, and speed. Table 4.1 shows a typical format

ofthe information table.

Table 4 1 SAs typical information table
Subnet id Cel/id Sector id Sector id Cel/id Subnetid

SAl SAl C3
Sector2 SectorS

SA2 C7 SA2
Network Mac:

NorthEast South West Mac: Network
Address Address Address Address

., .
" ..... '----------------- ----------------- ----------------- -----------------

~' ..~
Current SA Adjacent SA

Using the information table as given in table 4.1, gathering of adjacent SA's information

is simpler. The naming conversions (SA, SA2_C7, Sector2, etc) are referenced from the

model.

B) Target cell Prediction

The next subnet cell prediction follows immediately after the anticipation process.

(Nkambule et aI, 2004) is employed as our prediction scheme. The main task here is to

identifY one, or two possible subnet cells that have high probability that the MN might

move into, depending on its direction. Hence, reservations start early if deemed so. Since

the information, including location details, of adjacent subnet cells is readily available, the

prediction process is simpler. It is assisted by the data in Table 4.1. When the target subnet

cell has been predicted, then the resource request begins.
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Summary ofhandoffpreparation:

When the MN is in the HPR region, the serving BS checks MN's movement parameters

(position, velocity, anddirection) in real-time, probably by means ofGPS. If the velocity is

high and direction is towards HER regions, BS sends a notification message to the serving

SA. The serving SA, then uses the information on its table about adjacent subnets to

predict the next SA from the HER region, where the MN is heading towards, according to

the given direction.

When a target subnet is found, the serving SA sends a resource request message to the

predicted SACs). The messages specity all the requirements, and MN's ID. The predicted

SA (s), then send a reply message indicating whether the request can be met or not (accept,

or reject the request). If the resources are granted, then the serving SA (on behalf ofMN)

initiates a L3 pre-registration process. The process then finishes by the predicted SAs

creating new Care-of-Addresses (CoA). The serving SA then forwards a notification

message to both the DA and MN updating them about the forthcoming L3 handover event.

This message contains the predicted SAs IDs and the new CoAs for the MN. Both DA and

MN keep this information for later reference, during the execution phase. At this stage, the

handoff preparation phase is considered completed and the system is ready for the

execution phase. Figure 4.3 shows the sequence diagram ofthe handoffpreparation phase.
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Figure 4.3 Sequence diagram ofHandoff Preparation Phase

4.4.2 Handoff Execution Phase (HEP)

When the MN is in the HER region; the serving BS keeps monitoring its behaviour until

handoff triggering decision is made. When U handoff triggers, L3 handoff is delayed until

L2 is almost fmish, then the serving BS immediately sends a notification message to the

serving SA. This message acts as an update and also indicates the primary target cell. The

serving SA, issues a packet duplication (hi-cast) request to the DA. The DA duplicates

packets to both the serving SA (old SA) and the predicted SAs (the new target SA and sub-

target SAs). The predicted SAs buffer a few most recent packets. As soon as U handover

finishes, the new BS notifies its SA (the new target SA) to forward packets meant for MN

beginning with those in the buffer. The MN sends binding updates request through the new
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SA. The new SA passes binding updates to the DA. DA manages the binding updates and

redirects the path to point to the new SA. It is to be noted that the REP phase occurs in

parallel with 12 handover. Delaying L3 handoff for some time, helps reduce buffering in

the target SA, and this is safe since most of the work has been covered during the

preparation phase. A sequence diagram for the handoff execution phase is as shown in

Figure 4.4

BS HandoffSecw I ~ U SAnewla~ EJ
• • ,

NotifY () • • •• • •
~. • •• • •
• • •• • •• , •• , •, Bicast request • •, -: ,
I •• • •• , •• • •, , ,, • ,
• • •• Packets • Patkets •• •.4 ~, ,,

§)• Buffer Data
••• ,, •, •, •• • Req. Forwarding• •• 4,

NotifY • •, • • ,
• 4 , •,

Terminate
, , •• • • •;. • • •

Packets • ,
• • •• ~, •• • , •• • • Forwarding ,
• • • ..:• • •, • • •• • • Binding updates •• , , •• ,

Binding updates :. •• • •, :.. •, ,, • •• • •• , •

Figure 4.4 Sequence diagram for HandoffExecution Phase

At the completion of this phase, the L3 handover is considered finished. The next

subsection provides pseudo code algorithms for the SAH. It details the activities in the

handoffprocedure using pseudo codes.
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HPR

HER

MN (i,j,k)

4.5 SAH Algorithms

The next two sections present the algorithms used by SAH when predicting L3 handoff.

They show how the preparation and execution phases are carried out. The sections explain

the procedure for a handoff call. In the final section, the algorithms for admission of calls

(handoffcalls and new calls) are presented.

4.5.1 SAH Preparation Phase Algorithm

Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 present the algorithm for the preparation phase.

: handoff preparation region sector

: handoff execution region sector

: MN's mobility parameters

i is direction

j is position

k is speed

Predict (ij,k) : predict using mobility parameters

Prepare (m) : preparation phase for current mobile node

Execute (m) : execution phase for mobile node

Delay--.prep(m) : delay preparation phase

Figure 4.5 Pseudo-code notations for preparation and execution of handoffcalls
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When the- system notices a non-stationary MN over the HPR region, the Base Station

collects its active mobility profile and passes it to the Subnet Agent (SA). The SA then

checks on the speed parameter and decides whether to urgently attend to the alert or to

suppress it. Ifit decides to attend to it, it first predicts the neighbouring subnet that the MN

might move to. When the target SA has been identified from the prediction, the preparation

phase is initiated (resource acquisition and registration is done). If the resources are not

granted, it will keep retrying the requests until it comes to a point where the MN is inside

the HER region where it is supposed to execute handoff. If the mobile node's speed is low,

the preparation phase is delayed and a timer t is started. When the timer t expires, the delay

is terminated, and preparation starts.

4.5.2 SAH Execution Phase Algorithm

Figure 4.7 presents the algorithm for the execution phase.

Pre-Condition: MN moving in HER region

IfMN_handoff_triggered ~ True then

Check (MN_Handoff_Status);

If (handoff_status =ready) then

Exccute(m)

Else

Drop (m)

End if

End if

Post-Couditiou: handoffcall successful or dropped

Figure 4.7 Pseudo-code ofexecution phase algorithm
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When the"MN is inside the HER region, the system reads the status of the preparation

phase from MN. If the status is "ready", then handoff is executed. If it is "not ready", the

handoffcall is dropped.

4.5.3 call Admission Algorithm

This section presents algorithms used by SAH when admitting handoff calls and New

calls. In prioritising handoff calls, while also allowing new call to gain access, for

simplicity, we employ the guard channel (GC) scheme algorithm (Kim and Jung, 2001),

(AbduIova and Aybay, 2006). The total cell's bandwidth is divided into two parts; a part

for handoff calls only (Guard Channel) and the other part is shared by both handoff calls

and new calls. In the shared part handoff calls and new calls compete for available

bandwidth. Handoff calls that could not gain access to the shared part, are redirected to the

handoff part. In terms of size, the shared part is more than the handoffpart.

SAH employs a simple call admission control criteria that prioritises handoff calls over

new calls. When a call comes, the system checks whether there are enough resources in the

shared part to satisfy the request. If bandwidth is enough, then the call is accepted,

otherwise the system further checks whether it is a new call or handoff call. If it is new

call, it rejects the call; otherwise, if it is handoffcall, it redirects the call to the handoffcall

only, part.

In the handoffpart, the system checks whether it is a real-time or non-real time call. Before

accepting non-real time calls the system fust checks whether there is no real-time call

waiting. If there is any waiting then it is served first. A non-real time call can be accepted
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even if the system cannot meet its bandwidth requirement, as long as the system has some

available bandwidth. Figure 4.8 shows the notation used for the CAC algorithm. Figure 4.9

and Figure 4.10 illustrate the call admission control algorithms for the shared part and

handoffcalls only part respectively.

Call =
CallType

B"""

: call request

: type ofrequesting call

: total bandwidth ofa Cell

: requested bandwidth

: remaining bandwidth

: currently used bandwidth

Figure 4.8 Pseudo-code notations for calls
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Pre-condition: call requesting

Process Body: Check (bandwidth);

IfBr= > B "" then

Accept Call 0

ElseIf Bum < B req then

Check (Cal/Type);

If Call = New Call

RejectCaU 0

Else

Redirect CaU 0

End if

End if
End Body

Post-condition: new call or handoff call accepted OR
new call rejected and handoff call redirected.

Figure 4.9 Pseudo-code fOT the admission ofcalls in the shared part
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Pre-condition: Handoffcall requesting

Process Body: Check (Class_Type)

IfCIassType = Non-Real-time Then

Check (if there is any Real-time call)

IfReal-time = True

Process (Real-time Call)

Else

Process (Non-Real time Call)

End if

Else

Process (Real-time Call)

End if

End Body

Post-condition: Real-time handoff call processed before Non

real-time handoff call

Figure 4.10 Pseudo code for handoff call admission in handoffpart
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SIMULATION, RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, the SAH model was proposed. This chapter discusses the

implementation of the proposed model. It also provides simulation results and their

interpretation. Section 5.2 discuses the implementation, simulation model, simulated

environment, performance metrics, and simulation parameters used. Section 5.3 presents

the experimental test cases with results presented in both tabular and graphical form. The

results are also analysed in this section. Finally, Section 5.4 compares SAH and FHMIPv6

using our performance metrics, followed by discussions on the comparative results.

5.2 SAH Implementation

5.2.1 Simulation Environment

The simulation environment adopted is similar to the HMIPv6 architecture (SoIiman et aI,

2002). The network entities are hierarchically organised. The domain access network has

the following entities: One Domain that consists of three subnets, viz: subnet I, subnet 2,

and subnet 3. The domain is controlled by a Domain Agent (DA). Subnets are controlled

by Subnet Agents (SAs). The DA links SAs, and also links the domain access network to

the core network. The network uses seven cells per subnet. For clarity, a close-up of a small

section has been given in Figure 5. I., where only one edge cell per subnet is shown. Each

cell has six sectors and one Base Station. The naming convention is such that each cell

name indicates the subnet and the cell in which a Base Station belongs to. For example,
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SAl Cell3 BS indicates that it is the base station of cell-3 in subnet-I. Figure 5.1 is an- -

illustration of the simulated network environment.
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Figure 5.1 Simulated Network Environment

The simulation was developed by using Microsoft Visual Studio.Net 2003 package. The

language used from the package was Visual Basic.net language. The Visual Basic.Net

language was chosen for being a fully object oriented programming language and easily
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deployable_ Microsoft Access 2003 database was used to store data generated through

simulation. The simulation ran on an Intel Pentium processor PC with 32 GHz speed, with

Windows XP as the operating system.

The objects in the simulation were the Network, Domain Agent, Subnet Agents, Mobile

Nodes, and Cells (with sectors, and Base Stations). These exchanged control messages,

sending and receiving JP packets. The detailed class diagram is.found in the Appendix.

5.2.2 Simulation Model

There were seven cells in each of the three subnets. In Figure 5.1, only one edge cell from

each of the three subnets is depicted, for clarity. The cells shown are cell-3 of subnet-l with

base station SAl Cell3 BS, cell-5 of subnet-2 with base station SA2 CellS BS, and cell-7_. - - -

ofsubnet-3 with base station SA3_CeIl7JlS. The six sectors in each cell are labelled SI to

S6. The maximum number of mobiles was 300. Their movement pattern was random. This

allowed them to move around the subnet cells in any direction. The total capacity of each

cell was 150 Kbps. Handoff calls were allocated a Guard Channel (GC) of 50 Kbps per

subnet cell. The other amount of 100 Kbps was shared by both new calls and handoff calls.

When the MN generates a call, it is named a new call. When handoff is initiated for that

particular call, it becomes a handoff call. A mobile node was made to generate a call at

anytime. Calls could be generated in any region of a subnet cell. Calls were generated at

random intervals; from 2 - 20 calls/sec. Their life-time was also random between IS and 180

seconds. The speed of mobiles varied from low to high. The low speed was taken as 5 rnls

while high speed was 40 rnls. These speeds correspond to practical speeds of 18 km!h and

144 km/h respectively. The handoff region also varied from small to large i.e., from 20 % to

80%.
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5.2.3 Performance Metrics

Simulation, Results and Analysis

The perfonnance metrics used in the simulation were (i) Handoff call dropping probabiJity

(HDP) ~ the ratio of the number of handoff calls dropped to the total number of handoff

requests, (ii) New call bJocking probability (CBP) - the ratio of the number of new calls

bJocked to the totaJ number of new calls attempted, and (iii) Utilisation - the amount of

bandwidth used at time t compared to the totaJ amount of bandwidth allocated to the cell,

expressed in percentage.

The above three perfonnance rnetrics are presented in an equation form as below.

HDP = Hac
H,.

......................................... Equation 5. J

Where: HDP = handoffdropping probability

Hdc = number ofhandoff dropped calls

H,. = total number ofhandoffcalls

CBP ......................................................_. Equation 5_ 2

Where: CBP = call blocking probability

Cbe = number ofnew bJocked calls

Cm = totaJ number ofnew calls
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% Utilisation = B""" x I00
B""

Simulation, Results and Analysis

••••••••••••••••••_ ••• Equation 5. 3

Where: Bused = used bandwidth

Blot= total bandwidth in the cell

5.2.4 Simulation Parameters

In evaluating the performance of our system, we used three parameters i.e. Speed. load.

and the size ofthe handoffregion (i.e., the preparation region).

a) Speed

The mobile node's speed was varied, starting from low speed, 5 mls to high speed, 40

mls, which corresponds to 18 km!h to 144 km!h. The behaviour of the system was

analysed with respect to the perfonnance characteristics.

b) Load

p
Ne .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• EquallOn 5. 4
t

Where: p = load

Ne = number ofcalls arrived

t = instant time

Load comprised the total number of handoff calls and new calls per second per subnet cell.

The rate of calls requested varied increasingly from three calls per second to fifteen calls
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per second. Again, the behaviour of the system was also analysed using performance

metrics. Equation 5.4 shows the load formula.

c) Size ofHandoffPreparation Region (HPR)

The size of the HPR region was varied from small size to large size (10 % to 80 %).

The behaviour of the system was also analysed in order to observe how this change

affects the system. The HPR region is calculated as a relative value, in percentage,

compared to the size of the cell. This value is obtained by taking the ratio of the length

of the small section of radius in the HPR region to the radius of the cell. The HPR

region was increased inwards of the cell, starting at the cell boundary. Figure 5.2

depicts a cell sector with an indication ofthe distance measure of the HPR region.

Base Station

•••••
*'--JI' :

••f....----....=..:__-.....>---+:,

Figure 5.2 Cell sector and HPR region

The HPR is calculated as follows:

%HPR = dzXI00% Equation5.5
R

Where: HPR = handoffPreparation Region size in percentage

d" = distance from cell boundary

R = total radius ofthe cell
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5.3 Experiments

The goal of conducting the experiments was to observe and analyse the behaviour of the

SAH scheme in managing both new calls and handoff calls. The behavioural analysis

experiments were conducted by: (a) varying SAH's handoffregion under constant speed of

MNs, (b) varying the speed, keeping the handoff region fixed, and (e) varying the load.

The first four experiments were conducted exclusively using SAH. They were meant to

evaluate the effect of the design criteria (sector approach, and regions). The other sets of

experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of SAH when compared with

FHMIPv6. The details of the experiments are tabulated and are also represented

graphically. Experiments to measure utilisation were carried out at a cell, chosen as the

handoff target cell. This cell accepted both new calls and handoff calls. It is worth noting

that, the traffic from all other cells was taken into account.

5.3.1 Effect of HPR region·s size variation

(A) Test

The purpose of this experiment was to check how handoff call dropping and new call

blocking probabilities are affected by varying the size of the preparation region. For the

experiment, the region was varied in only the cell that the mobile node moved from before

handing offto another cell. In this case it was SAI_CeIl3_BS. The HPR region was varied

in this cell. The speed of the mobile nodes was kept constant, at a chosen value, of40 m/s.

SA3_Cell7_BS was made the handoff target cell. The number of calls was set to 4 calls/s.

Each mobile node generated one call at any time instant.
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(B) Results

The data generated during simulation is presented in a tabular fonn, in Table 5.1. Figure

5.3 shows a graphical representation of the tabulated data.

Table 5. I SAH's HDP and CBP under varying % ofHPR (PHPR: Percentage (%)
fHPR . dP babT· )0 regIOn an rob: pro I Itles

~ 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Prob

HDP 0.74 0.48 027 0.09 0.04 0.06 0.05

CBP 0.79 0.64 0.59 0.58 0.6 0.65 0.68
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o
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Figure 5.3 SAHNew Calls and HandoffCalls

(C) Analysis

From the graph in Figure 5.3, a small HPR, of 20 % produces a high call dropping

probability. This is because the mobiles do not get enough time to process the handoff

requests since they are moving at high speed of 40 mfs. So there is only a little area (i.e.
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shorler distance) available to process all necessary actions. In addition, it could be due to

the fact that, the little HPR does not allow more number ofretries in requesting resources,

in case there is no immediately available free bandwidth in the target cell. As the size of

HPR increases, the dropping probability reduces. When the HPR is increased to 50% and

above, the dropping probability stays low, less than 02. The large size of HPR, 50% to

80% allows mobiles to have more attempts, in requesting for resources but does not reduce

the HDP substantially. Above 50 % ofHPR, the HDP is approximately zero. The presence

of some handoff call drops above the 50 % HPR region may be due to the calls that

originate close to the cell boundary. The new call blocking rate stays higher than the

handoff call dropping rate, because handoff calls were prioritised over new calls; and the

latter had a reserved exclusive share, apart from the common share where both types of

calls competed. This characteristic is good since the aim of SAH, just as for any other

handoff scheme, is to give more support to handoffcalls.

From the results obtained, we could conclude that the optimum size of the HPR region is

50 % of the cell size measured in concentric area. This is because above 50 % of the HPR

region, there is no substantial increase in the HDP and eBP, but the delay in using the

reserved resources would increase greatly.

5.3.2. Effect of Speed variation

(A) Test

Another design goal was to develop speed-aware handoff preparation and execution

decisions. This experiment was conducted to check the behaviour of the SAH scheme

when subjected to speed variations of the mobile nodes. In this case, for each experiment,
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the HPR region was kept fIXed at a chosen percentage of20 %, while the speed was varied

from 5 m/s to 40 m/s. The HDP and CBP were observed in cell SA3_Cell7_BS. The

number ofcalls was kept at 4 calls per second.

(B) Results

Table 52 shows the data captured during simulation. Figure 5.4, shows graphical

representation ofthe tabulated data.

Table 5.2 SAH's HDP and CBP under varying Mobile Node's Speed (Speed: MNs speed
(m/ ) d P b b bT" )s an ro : pro a I Itles

I~ 5 ID IS 20 25 30 35 40
Prob

HDP 0 0 0 0.14 0.39 0.57 0.68 0.78

CBP 0.12 027 0.38 0.43 0.47 0.48 0.51 0.53
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Figure 5.4 SAH speed variation
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(C) Analysis

In Figure 5.4, when the speed ofmobile nodes is low 5 mls - 15 mls, handoffcall dropping

probability is very low, levelling to zero. The CBP increases since new calls are less

prioritised than handoffcalls. At this speed, the bandoff calls that originate at the boundary

are also accommodated. The mobiles are moving slow and the HPR region is big enough,

therefore all requesting handoff calls succeed. The unavailability of resources at a certain

time does not highly affect MNs' call request, since at this speed they are able to do many

retries. As the speed increases, from 15 mls to 40 mls, the handoff call dropping

probability also increases. This is because at this point, the HDP is affected more by the

speed than the HPR size. The dropping probability increases because of the high speed and

thus the mobile node could not complete all necessary handoff steps on time. This also

shows that the handoff call dropping does not only depend on the instantaneous

unavailability of resources, but also on the speed ofthe MN relative to the handoffarea. At

the same time, the CBP starts stabilising, increasing slowly. This is because more handoff

calls start to be dropped, lowering resource usage; hence new calls take advantage of

available resources. From the results, we can conclUde that the speed of 15 mls is the speed

at which the system would run optimally.

5.3.3 Effect of Load Variation

(A) Test

This experiment was conducted with the aim of checking the behaviour of the SAH

scheme as the load varies. The load was taken to be the number ofcalls; both new calls and

handoff calls that arrived in the cell every period of I sec. In this experiment the MNs
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speed was set to a value of 20 m/s and HPR region was also set to 20 %. The load was

varied from 2 calls/s to 18 calls/s. The SA3_Cell7_BS was used as handoff target cell.

(B) Results

The data captured are as shown in Table 5.3. The graphical representation of the data is

given in Figure 5.5.

Table 5. 3 SAH's HDP and CBP under varying Load (Load: No. ofcallsls and Prob:
babT· )pro 1 Itles

's:Prob 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

HDP om 0.11 0.19 024 0.29 0.31 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.4 0.47 0.56 0.68 0.76 0.89

CBP 0.22 0.37 051 0.56 058 059 0.62 0.61 0.63 0.71 0.79 0.88 0.96 1 1

1 .
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Figure 5.5 SAH load variation

(C) Analysis
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Figure 5.5, shows the effect of varying the load in the SAH scheme. As the load is

increased from 2 callsls to 18 calls/s, both the new call blocking and handoff call dropping

probabilities increase logarithmically. When the load becomes greater than 20 callsls, the

system is subjected to high stress due to overloading, hence the two probabilities increase

steeply. The results obtained show that as the load increases, there is also an increase in

both handoffcall dropping and new call blocking probabilities.

5.3.4 Speed and HPR size balancing

(A) Test

This experiment was conducted to find out the best possible HPR size that could be

recominended for a particular speed of an MN. The call rate was set to 4 calls/so

SA3_CelI7_BS was the bandoff target cell. The resources were made readily available, so

that any handoff call dropping will not be due to handoffresources problem, but, would be

due only to the speed of the mobile node. The major parameters in question were: the

speed and size of the HPR. For a particular speed of MN, the HPR was varied until the

HDP becomes approximately zero. This was taken to be the point where the values of the

two parameters affected the system optimalIy.

(B) Results

Table 5.4 represents data captured dUring the simulation run. Figure 5.6 shows a graph of

the captured data.
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Table 5. 4 SAH's HDP with Speed and HPR balancing (Speed: MNs speed (mls),
fHP . d ban ffd babT )PHPR: percentage (%) 0 R remon an Prob: do roooinl1;oro Illtvl

'~
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

20 20 20 20 30 40 50 60Prob

HDP 0 0 0 0.11 0.1 0.09 0.07 0

70
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Figure 5.6 Speed and HPR balancing

(C) Analysis

The graph in Figure 5.6 shows an increase in the speed ofmobile nodes being counteracted

by increase of the HPR. When the mobile nodes move with a speed from 5 mls to 20 mls,

the HPR region that should be assigned to these MNs for handoffshould stay at 20 %. At a

speed of 25 rnIs, the HPR region becomes small to support mobiles at this speed.

Therefore, in order to maintain the same probability of handoff call dropping, the size of

HPR needs to be increased to 30 %. When the mobile node's speed increases after 20 mls
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there should be corresponding increase in the HPR size recommended to the MNs for

handoff, in order to maintain low handoffcall dropping probability.

Therefore it can be deduced that, the speed of a MN can be balanced by the size of the

HPR in order to maintain a target HDP.

5.3.5 Handoff call dropping probability: Comparison ofSAH with FHMIPv6

Test 1: Effect ofspeed variation on both SAH andFHMIPv6

This experiment was conducted to compare the performance of the SAH scheme and

FHMIPv6 scheme in terms of handoff call dropping rate. In this experiment, for each

scenario, two cells were monitored, viz: SAl Ce1l3 BS and SA3 Ce1l7 BS. The mobile- _. --

node's speed was varied from 5 m/s to 40 m/s. The HPR size ofSAH was fixed at 20 %.

(A) Results

The results of this experiment are tabulated in Table 5.5. The data captured shows the

number ofdropped handoffcalls. In each experiment, mobiles were subjected to the same

speed. Figure 5.7 shows a graph of the captured data.

an ro : ano ppmg pro a I Itles

~ 5 10 IS 20 25 30 35 40
Prob

SAHHDP 0 0 0 0.12 0.28 0.51 0.66 0.78

FHMIPv6 0 0 0 0.24 0.5 0.73 0.91 0.97 .
HDP

Table 5.5 SAH and FHMlPv6 HDP with speed variation (Speed: MNs speed (m/s)
dP b h d ffdro· b bT· )
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Figure 5.7 HandoffCall Dropping vs Speed

(B) Analysis

At a speed range of 5 m/s to 15 m/s, both schemes are levelled off, the handoff call

dropping is zero. This is because when the MNs are moving at low speed, there is enough

time for preparing handoff. When the mobile node's speed is above 15 m/s the schemes

start experiencing an increase in handoff call dropping probabilities. From the graph we

can deduce that as the mobile nodes' speed increases from 15 m/s, there is also an increase

in handoff dropping probability. The SAH scheme shows a lower rate of increase of .

dropping probability with an increase in speed. On the contrary, the handoff dropping

probability rate of the FHMIPv6 scheme increases sharply, higher than that of the SAH

scheme, with the same increase in speed. This is because with the FHMIPv6 scheme, MNs

are left until they are close to the boundary before handoff preparation begins. This

presents a very small handoff region for fast moving mobiles, hence the possibility of

many handoff calls being dropped. SAH therefore, even when using its smallest size of

HPR, out-performs the FHMIPv6 in keeping the handoff call dropping probability low. If
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SAH's HPR size is increased to balance the increase in speed of the mobile nodes, this

would further lower the handoif call dropping of the SAH scheme. However, since the

FHMIPv6 scheme being compared with had no varying HPR, the smallest size ofHPR was

used for equal opportunity in both schemes.

Test L Effect ofload variation on both SAH and FHMIPv6

This experiment was conducted to compare the performance of the SAH scheme and

FHMIPv6 scheme when load was varied. The load was varied increasingly from 2 calls/s

to 18 calls/so The mobile nodes' speed was set to 20 m1s. The HPR region used was set to

20%.

(A) Results

The results of this experiment are tabulated in Table 5.6. Figure 5.8 shows a corresponding

graphical representation ofthe results.

Table 5. 6 SAH and FHMIPv6 HDP with load variation (Load: No. ofCaIls/s and
P b h d ifdr b bT' )ro : ano oppm0; pro a I .t1es

X ..
Prob 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

SAHHDP 0.01 0.11 0.19 024 029 0.31 0.33 0.34 0.35

FHMlPv6HDP 0.1 0.18 027 0.33 0.39 0.41 0.43 0.43 0.44
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Figure 5.8 SAH vs FHMIPv6 under Load Variation

(8) Analysis

The graph in Figure 5.8 shows that, as the load increases the handofT dropping probability

also increases in both schemes. The SAH scheme always has a lower handoffcall dropping

probability than the FHMIPv6 scheme for corresponding values of load. This is because in

the SAH scheme, the handofT preparation begins early as soon as the MN enters the HPR

region; and also, prediction facilitates the discovery of the new access router quickly. It

does not wait for a specific point or some indications from the link layer.

5.3.6 New call blocking probability: Comparison of SAH with FHMIPv6

Test 1: Effect ofspeed variation on SAH and FHMIPv6 schemes

This test was conducted at the level of new call blocking probability in the SAH scheme

and FHMIPv6 scheme. While concentrating on new calls, the handofTcalls were also

admitted in the system, thus keeping the system balanced. The mobile nodes' speed was

varied from 5 m/s to 40 m/s. The HPR in SAH was set to 20 %.
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(A) Results

Simulation, Results and Analysis

Table 5.7 present results captured during the simulation run, in tabular form. The data

shows the number of blocked new calls in each scheme. Figure 5.9 represents the captured

data in graphical form.

Table 5. 7 SAH and FHMlPv6 CBP with speed variation (Speed: MNs Speed (m/s)
and Prob: new call blockinl! orobabilities)

~Prob
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

SAHCBP 0.12 027 0.38 0.43 0.47 0.48 0.51 0.53

FHMIPv6 0.08 0.24 0.33 0.38 0.37 0.36 0.34 0.32
CBP
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Figure 5.9 New Call Blocking vs Speed

(B) Analysis

The graph in Figure 5.9 shows that, when the mobile nodes enter cell SA3_Ce1l7_BS

moving at a low speed, 5 m/s to 15 m/s, the new call blocking probability in this cell

increases in both schemes. The SAH scheme in this case has a higher call blocking
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probability when compared to FHMIPv6 because, SAIl's handing-off calls persist long

enough when requesting resources, thus hindering new calls from gaining access.

When the speed becomes high (i.e., from 20 mls and above), the new call blocking

probability for FHMIPv6 decreases. This is simply because the increase in speed increases

the handoff call dropping rate, thus leaving more resources unused. The new caIls then

take advantage of these unused resources. However, the increase in speed does not

seriously affect the new call blocking probability in SAIl. Therefore, FHMIPv6 is regarded

as being better than SAIl in tenns new caIl blocking probability.

Test 2: Effect oj/oadvariation

The purpose of this experiment was to evaluate the change ofnew call blocking probability

with a varying load parameter. The load was varied from 2 caIls/s to 18 caIls/s. The MNs

moved at a speed of20 mls. The HPR size for SAIl was 20 %.

(A) Results

Table 5.8 is a representation of the data collected during the simulation. Figure 5.10 shows

a corresponding graphical representation of the obtained results.

Table 5.8 SAIl and FHMIPv6 CBP with load variation (Load: No. ofCaIls/s and
b 11 bl ki b bT· )Pro : new ca oc ng pro a I lites

~ 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
Prob

SAIlCBP 0.22 037 0.51 0.56 0.58 0.59 0.62 0.61 0.63

FHMIPv6 0.16 0.24 0.31 0.31 033 0.36 037 0.43 0.41
CBP

.
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Figure 5.10 SAH vs FHMIPv6: Load Variation

(B) Analysis

The results in Figure 5.1 0 show that as the load is increased, the call dropping rate also

increases in both schemes. Both schemes start with a blocking probability higher than zero

at low load, 2 calls/s. As the load is increased to 5 calVs and higher, both schemes start

levelling off, but SAH has higher new call blocking probability. In this experiment we see

once again that SAH's blocking probability remains higher than that of FHMIPv6.

Therefore it can be deduced that, FHMIPv6 out performs SAH in terms of new call

blocking probability with varying load.

5.3.7 Utilisation: Comparison of SAH with FHMIPv6

Test 1: Effect ofspeedvariation

This experiment was conducted to compare the utilisation factor in both schemes (SAH

and FHMlPv6) as the speed was varied. The. speed of the mobiles was varied increasingly

from 5 m1s to 40 m1s. The statistical data was collected from cell SA3_CeIl7_BS. This cell
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was also made the handoff target cell; receiving both new calls originating in it, and

handoffcalls from other cells.

(A) Results

Table 5.9 presents the results captured during the simulation run, in a tabular form. Figure

5.11 represents the captured data in graphical form.

Table 5.9 SAH and FHMIPv6 Utilisation with speed variation (Speed: MNs Speed
(m1s) and Util- Utilisation)-

I~Vtil 5 lO 15 20 25 30 35 40

SAH 90 86 86 88 87 82 78 78

FHMIPv6 92 88 89 79 76 69 56 48
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Figure 5.11 Utilisation vs Speed
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(B) Analysis

In the graph of Figure 5.11, it can be observed that at a low speed range (5 m1s to 15 m1s)

both schemes have high utilisation, of above 80 %. At this speed range, both schemes can

effectively support handoff calls (as observed in previous graphs). When the speed is

increased above 15 m1s, the utilisation in both schemes begins to decrease. However,

SAH's utilisation remains higher than FHMIPv6. This is simply because SAH is less

affected by increase in speed; and so it continues supporting both types of calls effectively.

FHMIPv6, on the other hand, cannot not effectively support high speeding mobiles.

Therefore the handoff calls ofmobile nodes are subjected to higher call dropping, and thus

leading to under-utilisation.

Test 2: Effict ofloadvariation

This experiment was conducted to evaluate how the utilisation of both schemes, varied

with the load parameter. The speed of the mobile nodes was set to 20 m1s. The HPR size

from SAH was set to 20 %.

(A) Results

Table 5.10 shows the data collected during the simulation run. Figure 5.12 represents the

corresponding data in a graphical fonn.

-

AUti) 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

SAH 42 66 72 72 74 67 63 65 67

FHMIPv6 49 71 83 85 89 87 88 82 86

Table 5. 10 SAH and FHMIPv6 Utilisation with load variation (Load: No. of
Callsls and Uti!- Utilisation)
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Figure 5.12 Load vs Utilisation

The graph in Figure 5.12 shows that both schemes tend to increase in utilisation as load

increases from 2 callls to 6 calls/s. SAH in this case starts with a low utilisation and

remains lower than FHMIPv6 throughout the experiment. In principle, SAH reserves

resources early, and may not use the resources immediately, so much resource is blocked

as reserved. This reduces the utilisation. FHMlPv6 reserves resources and makes use of the

reserved resources immediately. Therefore SAH, performs lower than FHMIPv6 in terms

of utilisation as load increases. As the load further increases from 6 callls to 10 call1s, the

utilisation remains almost constant. Despite the load increase, both schemes remain

relatively at constant levels, but with SAH always at a lower Utilisation.

In summary, on the one hand, the SAH scheme performs better than the FHMIPv6 scheme

in terms of handoff call dropping probability when the speed or the load increases. On the
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other hand, the FHMlPv6 scheme is better than the SAH scheme in new call blocking. The

SAH scheme, in addition performs better in terms of utilisation when there are high speed

mobile nodes.
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CONCLUSION

6.1 Introduction

Network layer handoff delays and service disruptions experienced by real-time

applications, have led to the development of fast handover protocols that anticipate L3

handover before its actual occurrence. However, these protocols lack good support for high

speed mobile nodes. To provide fust handover and proper support for MN's speed

variations, a Sector Aware Handoff scheme (SAH) has been proposed. SAH offers better

means ofpredicting L3 handover, and low handoffcall dropping probability.

This chapter reviews the SAH handoff scheme. It also reviews the achievements of the

research work. Reasonable critiques of the work and some suggestions on how it can be

extended in future have also been included. The chapter concludes by outlining some

directions offuture work.

6.2 Summary

In order to develop SAH, relevant design characteristics were identified. These are: (i)

Early anticipation of L3 handover ~ procedure of predicting the network layer handoff

before its occurrence; (ii) Mobile Node's speed-aware handoff preparation and execution

decisions - handoff triggering decision that uses mobile node's active mobility profile in

real-time; and (iii) Enhanced prioritisation in handoff queue (i.e., strategic access to

handoff resources) - the strategic dynamic handoff queue and reshuffling technique. In
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addition to the most basic employed prioritisation technique, (i.e., MN's position from cell

boundary), the type ofapplication being transmitted and the mobile node's real-time speed

are also taken into account. In SAH these characteristics were improved to meet real-time

applications' QoS requirements, and to effectively support fast moving mobiles.

The SAH scheme employs a hierarchical architecture. The components of this architecture

are: domains, controlled by a domain agent; and subnets, controlled by a subnet agent.

Each subnet is made up of seven cells. The model uses sectored cells that have virtual

handoff regions, for handoff preparation and handoff execution (HPR and HER regions),

hence handoff in our system is divided into two phases, preparation phase, and execution

phase. There are six sectors in a cell. Cell sectors are marked into three virtual regions, the

non-handoff region (NHR), handoff preparation region (HPR) and handoff execution

region (HER). HPR is an area between non-handoffregion (NHR)and the HER. HPR is

adjustable, i.e., can be made large or small, depending on mobile node's speed. HER is an

area close to the boundary of the cell. NHR is an area close to the base station. These

regions assist in terms of where and when a particular handoffphase should be carried out.

depending on a mobile node's speed.

When a mobile node enters HPR region, its real-time mobility profile is analyzed to check

whether it is necessary to initiate handoff preparation. If so, then the preparation phase

commences, beginning by invoking a next-ceII prediction process. The next-subnet-cell

prediction is facilitated by a next-cell prediction scheme proposed by (Nkambule et ai,

2004). Thus prediction is done anywhere within the cell sectors when deemed so. The

activities in the preparation phase include: next-subnet cell prediction, handoff resource
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acquisition, etc. lIDs phase finishes by indicating the status "Ready", before the execution

phase takes place. When the mobile node enters the HER region, the preparation status is

checked. If the status is ready, execution takes place; otherwise, the call is dropped. The

main task in the execution phase is switching between base stations.

The model offers better and realistic L3 prediction. It uses MN'sreal-time mobility

parameters that may be obtained using a positioning technique, such as GPS. Hence, this

offers a better approach for early anticipation ofL3 handover.

Extensive simulation was performed using parameters such as: (i) mobile nodes' speed, (ii)

size ofHPR region, and (iii) Load. The performance metrics used were: handoff dropping

probability (HDP), new call blocking probability (CBP), and utilisation. Further, a

comparison ofthe SAH and FHMIPv6 scheme was made.

Results achieved show that SAH performs better in supporting speed variations in MNs,

and in minimising handoff call dropping probability. It was further observed that SAH

performs better when compared to FHMlPv6 in terms of call dropping probability, and

utilisation, especially when there are many high speed mobile nodes present. FHMlPv6 on

the other hand, shows a better performance over SAH with respect to new call blocking

probability.

The SAH scheme however, has some limitations. Theoretically, it has high signalling, in

terms ofcontrol and request messages, especially during the resource acquisition phase; in

cases where resources are not immediately available. SAH has a disadvantage that the

handoff reservations that have been made may take a long time before they are used.
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A limitation of the simulator was that the total delay in L2 handoff was assumed to be a

specific value in milliseconds. However, in reality this time can vary depending on the

association delays, frame transmission delays, etc.

Nevertheless, the concept of SAH can be the basis for providing fast handoffs for high

speed mobiles in the Wireless Internet. It has a dynamically adjustable handoff. region

depending on a mobile node's speed. It also offers better treatment for L3 handovers by

modularising the handoff process into separate phases i.e., preparation, and execution

phases. It performs early anticipation of L3 handover through prediction, using real-time

mobility parameters of the mobile node over a confined cell area; the sector.

6.3 Future work

Simulation results obtained show that SAH is a better candidate in providing fast. L3

handoff. In order to improve the SAH strategy, additional work could be done by: (i)

incorporating a more sophisticated call admission criterion, (ii) developing L2 handoff

strategies that can be able to predict forthcoming L2 handover as early as possible, without

highly relying on signal characteristics; instead, by using real-time mobility parameters of

MNs and some real-time stored data·This can further increase the perfonnance of SAH,

since handoff delays posed by L2 also contribute to L3 handoff delays. (iii) using a

Poisson traffic model in addition to the currently used random modeL

This research concentrated on the call level aspect of network layer handoff, with the use

of .caU level performance metrics such as, handoff caU dropping probabilities, new caU

blocking probabilities, and system utilisation. The perfonnance metrics investigated were
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also applicable to call level in handoff. However, there is an understanding that the

performance metrics used in the study, only form a small part of the performance metrics

that can be investigated in a handoff domain. One of the important tasks for future work in

SAH, may be to investigate its perfonnance with packet level handoff. The perfonnance

metrics to be investigated in this level could include (but not limited to): handoff delay,

latency, packet loss, and buffering, as these are some of the most important QoS

characteristics with respect to real-time applications.
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A-l Class Diagram and Class Description

Our simulation has twelve classes, shown in Figure A-I. Classes are objects having

properties and methods. They carry out specific functions and these functions are

coordinated to perform a specific task. All the classes work in a coordinated manner

resulting in a unit system.
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Figure A- 3 I SAHS Class Diagram
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Class Description:

Simulator: lbis class is a container class that holds all simulation classes. It provides

interface to users to set parameters when running the simulation.

Network: Network class contains all node classes. Those nodes act as components

building up a network.

Node: lbis is the base class with generic methods and function for network entities;

Domain Agents, Subnet Agent, Base Stations, and mobile nodes.

Routing Table: This class is a component of a node class. It contains entries about

Mobile nodes' subnet residence, represented by their destination IP addresses.

Domain Agent: This class extends the node class. It controls several subnets. It has

statistical table about the residence ofmobile nodes in subnets (i.e., keeps MN's entries per

subnet.).It redirects packets in accordance to mobile nodes' subnet location.

Subnet Agent: This class also extends the node class. It controls a group of Base Stations,

and provides a fmer location tracking of Mobile nodes. It receives reports about MN's

behaviour through Base Stations and also exchanges information with its neighbours.

Cell: lbis class represents a service area for mobile nodes. It comprises of Base Station,

and sectors.

Packet:. This class represents a message container. It has source address and destination

address~.

Link: This class represents a channel that connects nodes from access network to core

network i.e., subnets and domains. It transmits packets between nodes.

Sector: lbis class represents an area in a cell which provides more refined location of

mobile nodes.
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Base Station: This class represents a node. It delivers packets to registered mobile nodes

residing in its coverage area. It also monitors the behaviour of mobile nodes Le. where the

mobile nodes move to.

Mobile Node: This class also extends the node class. It creates a mobile node object with

attributes (speed, bandwidth requirements, etc) and methods (move, stop, accelerate, etc)

A-2 Simulator User Interface

Figure A-2 shows user interface of the simulator in a non-running mode.
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Figure A- 2 Simulation user interface

From the interface in Figure A-2. the simulator shows different panels i.e. a control panel

""here simulation settings are done, with respect to experiment being conducted. Control
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messages -panel, that displays requests and reply messages being transmitted by the

network and nodes. Statistical panels, bottom panels that show information snch number of

successful and dropped handoffcalls, number ofsuccessful and blocked new calls etc. This

information can be shown for per snbnet.

The create networlc button draws the network entities, DA, SAs and BSs with cells as

objects. When the network has been created, the user checks the appropriate checkbox

HPR, Speed. The scheme combo box allows the user to select a scheme wanting to do

simulation with. There are two schemes, SAll and FHMIPv6 loaded in the combo box.

Depending on the scheme selected, some properties e.g. HPR checkbox, Prep region

combo box are disabled or remain enabled For an example, when FHMIPv6 scheme is

selected, HPR is disabled, because FHMIPv6 scheme has no HPR.

The other settings include service rate, call rate, MN speed. The initialise button is clicked

when all desired settings have been set, then on initialisation; the system configures itself

for relative to settings made. The run button starts the simulation. Mobile nodes are

created, calls are made. The calls are generated by host outside the domain, and enter

through domain to mobiles moving around subnet cells. The stop calls button terminates

generation of calls by mobile nodes. This same button when clicked from stop calls, it

turns to stop sim button, to stop the simulation. Reset button resets the settings to default

values. The other controls are for SA2, and SA3 calls statistics.

Figure A -3, shows a captured screen short ofthe simulator in a running mode.
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Figure A- 3 Simulator in running mode
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